IIE SPEAKER SERIES: Role of Industrial Engineering in 3rd Party Logistics Industry

February 12th, 10:00-11:00AM at Watson Commons (EB)

About the Speaker:
Abhijit Joshi (AJ), Sr. Director, Supply Chain Solutions at Bennett International Group, received his MS degree with supply chain focus in the Department of Systems Science and Industrial Engineering at Binghamton University. AJ has been working in Supply Chain Management for more than a decade now. During his professional career at various 3rd party logistics companies, he has worked with various transportation/warehouse management systems and logistics optimization tools. AJ has expertise in process development, logistics optimization, network design, materials management, inventory planning & reconciliation, and demand planning. AJ has knowledge in inbound and outbound transportation network management, container or trailer yard management as well.

Abstract:
The presentation will briefly explain the background of 3rd party logistics services industry, and the lack of available talent. The seminar will focus on numerous opportunities an Industrial Engineer can have in logistics service industry. These career paths include roles an IE can play in warehousing or transportation related services and act as functional consultants for different logistics systems. Finally, there will be a short summary of types of projects Bennett is currently working on and potential future projects.